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ABSTRACT
The effect of aspirin in primary cardiovascular (CV) prevention in people with diabetes is still
a matter of debate. Recent results of ASCEND trial suggest that the absolute benefit on CV
events is largely counter-balanced by the bleeding risk. However, one crucial question is
whether aspirin should be maintained or withdrawn from the prescription list of those who are
already under this therapy since a while ago. Indeed, large epidemiological data reported that
the aspirin discontinuation was associated to an increased risk of CV events. Moreover,
besides the CV outcome, potential positive impact of aspirin on cancer is still under
investigation. To conclude, there is no more systematic indication for aspirin in people with
diabetes free of CV disease, especially when diabetes and all other CV risk factors are
optimally controlled. For those already on aspirin, data are not conclusive enough for a
systematic approach and benefit/risk balance must be discussed with patients to take a shared
decision.
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The effect of aspirin in primary cardiovascular (CV) prevention in people with diabetes is still
a matter of debate [1]. Recent European guidelines do not recommend the use of aspirin in
primary CV prevention [2] whereas American Diabetes Association guidelines retain its use
in people with diabetes over 50 years old with an additional CV risk factor but who are not at
increased risk of bleeding [3].
Recently a large randomized double blind control trial (RCT) reported that in people with
diabetes free of CV disease at baseline, aspirin lead to a 12% decrease of major CV events
during 7.4 years of follow-up, but was also associated with a 29% increase risk of major
bleeding [4]. The authors concluded that the absolute benefit is largely counter-balanced by
the bleeding risk.
These results sound like the swan song for a regular prescription of aspirin in people with
diabetes for primary prevention. One burning question is whether aspirin should be
maintained or withdrawn from the prescription list of those who were under this therapy since
a while ago, with apparently good tolerance up to now. In a Swedish nationwide populationbased cohort study, among individuals taking aspirin for primary prevention, aspirin
discontinuation was associated to a 28% increased risk of CV events [5]. This trend was also
observed in the diabetic subgroup: the risk increased soon after aspirin discontinuation and
appeared stable during 3 years of follow-up. The mechanisms involved are not clear and a
rebound of the platelet function and loss of the protective effect of aspirin have been proposed
[6]. These results are important to take into account to interpret the ASCEND study results
[4]. Indeed, 35% of the ASCEND population were on aspirin before randomization and, it
cannot be excluded that, the difference of CV events observed between the two groups was
partly due to an increase risk of events in people who discontinued aspirin in the placebo
group (as compared to aspirin continuation in the other arm of the study). In a subgroup
analysis, patients who were already under aspirin had numerically a higher benefit of staying
under aspirin over placebo with lower rates of CV events and major bleeding (respectively

HR: 0.83; 95%CI 0.71-0.96 and HR: 1.17; 95%CI 0.89-1.53), than those free of aspirin before
enrolment (respectively HR: 0.92; 95%CI 0.82-1.04 and HR 1.36; 1.11-1.87), although no
significant interaction was found (respectively p=0.26 and 0.38). This trend in ASCEND
study added with epidemiological data did not permit to exclude for sure a negative effect of
aspirin withdrawal.
Besides this questionable deleterious effect of aspirin cessation, the positive impact of aspirin
on cancer must be kept in mind in the assessment of the risk/benefit balance to discontinue
aspirin. Indeed, pooled analysis of RCTs underline that aspirin reduces incidence of cancer by
25% but also prevents distant metastasis and reduces the rate of cancer related-deaths by 40%
[7-8]. Preliminary results from ASCEND are more mitigating with no difference in the
incidence of cancer in people with diabetes [5]. Another study in the elderly people reports an
increased rate of cancer related-deaths in those with aspirin compared to placebo mainly
driven by colorectal cancer [9]. Different molecular expression, notably COX-2 expression,
by tumours might explain the variability of response to aspirin [10,11].
To take the decision, the duration of aspirin treatment before re-assessment is important to
take into account. Indeed, time to event analysis in RCT highlight that the beneficial effect of
aspirin on major CV events but also the increase of major bleeding were mainly observed
during the first 3 years after randomisation and were no more significant after this period [410]. At the opposite, the beneficial effect observed on cancer appears only after at least 3
years of treatment [10]. Long-term follow-up of ASCEND is ongoing to assess any long
acting beneficial effect of aspirin on cancer incidence. Another consideration is the absence of
pre-defined strategy in RCT to prevent gastro-intestinal bleeding. Indeed, people with a high
risk of bleeding were excluded in the exclusion criteria as well as run-in period of the
ASCEND trial but only a quarter of patients in both groups were on proton-pump inhibitors at
the end of the study [4].

To conclude, there is no more systematic indication for aspirin in people with diabetes free of
CV disease, especially when diabetes and all other CV risk factors are optimally controlled.
For those already on aspirin, data are at that time not enough conclusive for a systematic
approach. Also it seems reasonable, before further information, to discuss with the patient
about the new findings, and to weigh up the deceiving results because of the bleeding risk
with the good tolerance of that specific patient already under aspirin sometimes since many
years. The current situation is a good example of the need to explain honestly the benefit/risk
balance with patients and take a shared decision.
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